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STACK A DECK BY SHUFFLING
Keri Osborne
The Goal
We wish to discover if we are given a traditional 52-card deck of playing cards, in
new deck order, can we stack the deck by simply shuffling?
Our goal is to stack the deck for a fictitious game of five card draw poker, using
a combination of the perfect shuffle, and variations of the perfect shuffle. So, we
want a royal flush, which is the best hand in poker, to be sitting on the top of the
deck when we are done. A royal flush is the Ace (A), King (K), Queen (Q), Jack
(J), and 10 of the same suit. The royal flush is worth the same, no matter what
suit it is in, so it does not matter which suit our royal flush is in.
When the deck is face down, we will let new deck order, from top to bottom, be
A-K of Hearts, A-K of Clubs, K-A of Diamonds, and finally K-A of Spades.
For our fictitious game of poker, we are going to make the big assumption, that
the dealer deals all 5 cards consecutively to each player, instead of dealing in a
circle, alternating players.
The Perfect Shuffle
The perfect shuffle is the art of shuffling a deck of cards in such a way that when
you split a deck in two, you perfectly alternate one card at a time from each part
[1].
The perfect out-shuffle keeps the top card on the top of the deck.
• If the deck is even, split the deck evenly into a top and bottom part, begin
shuffling with the bottom part of the deck.
• If the deck is odd, split the deck so the top part has one more card, and
begin shuffling with the top part of the deck.
Out-Shuffle: Suppose we have a deck of size n. If n is odd let m = n and if n
is even let m = n − 1. Let the card positions be numbered 0, 1, ..., n − 1. After
1 out-shuffle, a card in position x ends up in the position given by the function g(x):
g(x) =
{
2x (mod m), if0 ≤ x ≤ m− 1
x, ifx = m
The perfect in-shuffle allows the top card to go into the deck and be shuffled with
the rest of the cards.
• If the deck is even, split the deck evenly into a top and bottom part, and begin
shuffling with the top part.
• If the deck is odd, split the deck so the top part has one less card, and begin
shuffling with the bottom part.
In-Shuffle: Suppose we have a deck of size n. If n is odd, let m = n if n is even,
let m = n+ 1. Let the card positions be numbered 0, 1, ..., n. Then, after 1 shuffle
a card in position x will be in the position given by the function h:
h(x) =
{
2x + 1 mod m, if1 ≤ x ≤ m− 1
m, ifx = m
Perfect Shuffle Variations
The following are explanations of general forms of the in and out shuffle, that we will use to
stack the deck.
For the R-carded out-shuffle begin with a deck of size m such that m = R · d.
• If d is even, simply split the deck into two equal parts. Then, shuffle with R cards at a
time starting with the bottom part of the deck.
• If d is odd, split the deck so that the top part of the deck has R more cards than the
bottom part of the deck. Then, shuffle with R cards at a time starting with the top part
of the deck.
For the R-carded in-shuffle begin with a deck of size m such that m = R · d.
• If d is even, split the deck into two equal parts. Then, shuffle with R cards at a time
starting with the top part of the deck first.
• If d is odd, split the deck into two parts such that the top part of the deck has R less
cards than the bottom part. Then, shuffle with R cards at a time starting with the bottom
part of the deck.
R-Carded Shuffle: Suppose we have a deck of size m such that m = R · d for R, d ∈ Z.
Let the card positions be numbered 0, 1, ...,m− 1. Then, after one R-carded shuffle, a card
in position x goes to the position given by the function s:
s(x) =
{
t(bxRc) ·R + (x (mod R)), where d = n in the function t
Note that the function t is either the function g for out-shuffles or the function h for in-shuffles
depending on whether you are doing an R-carded in-shuffle or R-carded out-shuffle [2].
Fig. 1: The Perfect Shuffle.
Results
Now, the fun part. Let’s shuffle to get a royal flush at the top of the deck! For the purpose
of this project, we are going to choose the suit of our royal flush to be Clubs. Note that
initially theA of clubs is in position 13, and the 10, J,Q,K are in positions 22-25 respectively.
First, perform one, 4 Carded In-Shuffle using all 52 cards, so m = 4 · 13. This will put the
Q and K in positions 0 and 1, since s(b244 c) = 0 and s(b254 c) = 1. Similarly, the 10 and J
are now in positions 46 and 47, since s(b224 c) = 46 and s(b234 ) = 47. Finally, the A will be in
position 29, since s(b134 c) = 29.
Results Continued
Next, perform five, 5 Carded In-Shuffles, with a slight modification by only
using the last 50 cards, so m = 5 · 10. Lastly, for this shuffle the K and Q will
be placed on top of the deck as a group of two. This will put the Q, K and J in
positions 0, 1, and 2 the 10 in position 11, and the A in position 24.
Next, perform one 7 Carded In-Shuffles, again modifying so you are only using
the last 49 cards, so m = 7 · 7. Lastly, the K, Q, and J will be placed on the top
of the deck as a group of three. This will put the Q, K, J , and A in positions 0,
1, 2, and 3, and the 10 in position 25.
Next, perform two 3 Carded In-Shuffles, modifying so you are only using the
last 48 cards, so m = 3 · 16. Lastly, this will again make it so the K, Q, J , and A
are placed on the top of the deck as a group of four. This will put the Q, K, J ,
and A in positions 0, 1, 2, and 3, and the 10 in position 46.
Finally, perform three 6 Carded In-Shuffles, modifying so you are only using
the last 48 cards, so m = 6 · 8. Lastly, this will make the K, Q, J , and A be a
group of four and placed on the top of the deck. After these shuffles, the Q, K,
J , and A are in positions 0, 1, 2, and 3, and the 10 is in position 5. Thus, putting
the Royal Flush on the top of the deck.
We have officially stacked the deck by shuffling!
What’s Next?
Here are a few questions I would like to explore to further the exploration of
stacking decks by shuffling.
1. How would you stack the deck if the dealer deals “correctly" by alternating
players?
2. Can we stack the deck, while still choosing Clubs as our suit, in fewer shuf-
fles? How?
3. Can we stack the deck, choosing a different suit, in fewer shuffles?
4. Can we stack the deck for other forms of poker, where players aren’t dealt
five cards? What about other games that use a traditional deck of cards,
such as Cribbage?
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